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Forner Brient Sidings And
Car Shops Now Tranquil
-

by D. E. Ph
a

Few tourists find their way to the old Brient car shops. Driving
the twisting, hilly and dusty gravel road from Michipicoten Mission
to Michipicoten Harbour, only the occasional visitor turns right past
‘the colourful desultory cabins of the Ojibwa Indian Reserve to reach
this formerly active railway centre.
Backed by black granite cliffs, and verdant coniferous forest,
re the rusting remains of an old Algoma’ Central Railway repair
shop. and sidings. Today a large cement block building with jagged
shattered windows, still contains three tall wooden doors capable of
accommodatlng steam engines. Inside this voluminous building, on
the blackened, grease stained floor lies the tangled remains of a
.yellow A.C.R. hand powered speeder. Water drips in the twilight
from the leaking roof, but fails to affect chalked, graffiti smeared
‘walls. Within one hundred yards, the weather worn reddish brick
station stands empty while two other support buildings contain rail‘way paraphernalia. Barrels rot, filled with rusty tie spikes and tie
plates, near forgotten lading bills, dated from 1957 tO 1961. Damp
:mouldering ties mark the remains of fourteen sidings of this important
nhuttling yard, while bushes and trees flourish between twin streaks
‘of rust. An isolated fire hydrant, bereft of all traces of its former
red paint, marks the outer limit.
Although the roar and whistles of modern diesels on the main
iarbour line still occasionally resound through this forlorn scene of
industrial decay and abandonment, their use has eliminated the need
for this coal and watering stop. A glance back in time, at an historical
photo, indicates a radically different setting.
Fifty or sixty ore laden ears were once shuffled back and forth
by rumbling, and panting steam engines, belching white steam and
clouds of smoke. A large wooden water tank and coaling stop serviced
the entire Miehipicoten spur line, while service sheds made necessary
repairs. Wooden frame buildings and a complex of log shanties and
huts provided accommodation for the Algoma Central Railway men,
‘while towering stacks of neatly piled sawn lumber, offered proof
that Brient was an important lumber trans-shipment centre.
In those by-past days, coal black smoke from the tall boiler
chimney and from busy locomotives floated across the reservation,
contrasting noisy industrial activity with rural peace. Today, only
‘the whistle of the infrequent freight disrupts this tranquil wilderness
setting. Such are the transient. characteristics of Algoma’s_industry.

